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Two of the main Portuguese cultivars for olive oil extraction are ‘Cobrançosa’ and ‘Galega Vulgar’. Especially when produced in irrigated groves or harvested at the beginning of the season “difficult pastes” may be obtained in the malaxation step with olives from both cultivars. This situation represents a loss of income to the farmers due to a decrease in olive oil yield. So, the search for new strategies to attain better yields, without compromising olive oil quality, are necessary. The aim of this work was to optimize olive oil extraction, at laboratory-scale (Abencor system), from fruits of ‘Cobrançosa’ and ‘Galega Vulgar’ cultivars at similar ripening indexes, in the presence of processing aids (enzymes and natural microtalc), using response surface methodologies. A Central Composite Rotatable Design was followed as a function of the contents of enzyme preparation (E: 0.003 to 0.1 %) and of natural microtalc (MT: 0.04 to 0.46 %, w/w, v/w) added at the beginning of malaxation. The combined effects of the concentrations of MT and of E on the oil extraction yield, extractability index, the concentration of total phenols, chlorophyll pigments and K225, as well as on chemical quality criteria parameters of the extracted olive oil, were investigated. The results showed that an improvement in extractability was always found for both cultivars but the effect of E and/or MT addition depends on the cultivar. For ‘Cobrançosa’ olives, considering both olive oil yield and economical aspects, the chosen conditions are 0.05-0.15 % of microtalc in the absence of added enzymes. For ‘Galega Vulgar’ olives, the highest extractability was obtained with an amount of enzymes higher than 0.10 % and of 0.4-0.5 % of microtalc. For overripe ‘Galega’ fruits only microtalc had a significant effect.

